The Future of Learning Is Here

A turnkey educational VR solution from Lenovo unlocks the benefits of immersive learning. And the sky is not even the limit

Take a virtual trip to faraway lands, distant galaxies, or even inside the human body. Recreate an expensive lab experiment, making it safer, while reducing costs. Immersive Education from Lenovo, a complete solution for teaching with VR for K-12 and Higher Education, makes it easy to leverage Virtual Reality as a one-of-a-kind teaching tool.

Create unforgettable VR learning experiences, without the IT headaches

Teaching with VR can improve retention and test scores, reduce classroom distractions, and create personalized learning experiences for students. With Immersive Education from Lenovo, you will open new doors for education while keeping device management simple for IT Staff.

- Your complete VR Classroom—all the hardware, content, training, device management, and support you need
- The only educational VR Solution designed with organizational-scale device and classroom management, enterprise-level security, and flexible content options
- Easy set-up for IT, and simple and intuitive controls for teachers
- Extensive educational content available through best-in-class partners
- Lenovo offers ongoing training and support to make security and maintenance a breeze
Simplify the VR Classroom

Lenovo’s Immersive Education Solution has everything you need to access, launch, and customize VR learning. Mirage VR S3 headsets offer 4K resolution for unrivaled performance. ThinkReality cloud-based platform enables IT to update VR headsets simultaneously, monitor device health, access devices over Wi-Fi, and deploy content.

Software
- ThinkReality
  - Secure cloud-based platform for updating and monitoring your VR headsets
- LanSchool
  - Lenovo’s essential classroom management software (available in North America only)
- Veative
  - Immersive content for STEM, History & Culture, Higher Education, Language Learning, and more
- Wild Immersion
  - The world’s first virtual reserve
- Dev Clever
  - Helps kids use VR to discover potential career paths and develop relevant skills
- Uptale
  - Create your own interactive immersive learning experiences

Hardware
- Lenovo™ Mirage VR S3 Headset
  - Lightweight, all-in-one device
  - 4K resolution for an unparalleled virtual experience
  - Able to be fully sanitized
- Optional tablet, cart, case

Services
- Lenovo Integrated Solution Support and Warranty:
  - easy, dedicated end-to-end support.
- Optional Custom Training

Contact your Lenovo Account Representative to get started.